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THE COAL MINERS HAVE TAKEN CARE OF US: LET'S NOW
TAKE CARE OF THE COAL MINERS
Priscilla Norwood Harrist
"There're monuments in [Central Appalachia], one to the
wars, and one to the men killed in the mines. If you count
the names, you can see that we've lost more to the mines
than we have to the wars. A lot more have died from black
lung."'
- Rebecca Simpson, daughter of coal worker
"I saw my father go in, seen him come out injured. Seen my
brother go in, seen him come out injured. Seen my brother
go in, and seen him brought out dead. Seen my other
brother ruin his lungs. Seen some come out burned,
crushed, blood all over. Nothing, no way, can ever compare
to being a coal miner. You never get used to it, having
somebody that's yours down there. It's a feeling you can't
express. You feel that every day something is going to be
took away from you."2
- Mary, wife of a West Virginia coal miner
"The law has always been society's way of trying to solve
most of the problems that have erupted throughout the
growth of the republic. Death in the mines has been the
subject [of] the law's attention [since the late 1800s].
Yet the law has failed.'
-Joseph E. Finley
I. INTRODUCTION'
For over a hundred years, coal has helped power America's econ-
omy.' In short, without coal mining no industrial revolution would have
t Associate Professor of Law, Appalachian School of Law; J.D., University of
Pennsylvania Law School; B.A., Florida State University.
1. RANDALL NORRIS AND JEAN-PHILIPPE CYPRES, WOMEN OF COAL 78 (1996).
2. CAROL A.B. GIESEN, COAL MINERS' WIVES: PORTRAITS OF ENDURANCE 45-46
(1995).
3. JOSEPH E. FINLEY, THE CORRUPT KINGDOM 120-121 (1972).
4. For an excellent source of information relating to all aspects of coal mining, see Coal
Tattoo: Mining's Mark on Our World, http://blogs.wvgazette.com/coaltattoo/ ,(last
accessed May 2, 2011).
5. The economic and environmental impacts of coal mining are beyond the scope of
this article.
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occurred.6 "Coal fueled the new industrial capitalism."' Moreover, from
the very beginnings of industrialization in the United States, "Appalachian
coal and other fossil fuels have fired the engine of American industry,"'
and it was Appalachian coking coal that helped make the steel America
needed.' Coal transformed the United States into "an industrial super-
power from a virtual wilderness.""
This massive use of coal has come at a price to the miners." The
death and injury rate from mining is matched by few other industries.12
From 1892 to 1992, 120,000 miners died in the United States.' Thus, in
providing the United States the energy it needed to make its steel, power
its electricity, and move its goods, miners have suffered.14 Only when
tragedy strikes the coal fields does Congress act to help the coal miners. In
the past such tragedy has taken the form of explosions, mine floods, fires,
and roof collapses. Lurking in the future for many coal miners is another
tragedy, one more subtle than others but every bit as deadly: black lung.'
In addition, the families of the miners have suffered. Sarah Ogan
Gunning, a miner's wife from Harlan, Kentucky, conveyed some of this
suffering in the song, "I am a Girl of Constant Sorrow." 6
6. See RICHARD D. LUNT, LAW AND ORDER vs. THE MINERS: WV 1906-1993 13
(1992).
7. PRISCILLA LONG, WHERE THE SUN NEVER SHINES: A HISTORY OF AMERICA'S
BLOODY COAL INDUSTRY xxiii (1991).
8. RICHARD B. DRAKE, A HISTORY OF APPALACHIA iX, 131-132 (2001) (emphasis
added).
9. JOHN ALEXANDER WILLIAMS, APPALACHIA: A HISTORY 253 (2002). One could
add, that without an abundant supply of labor to mine this coal, such would not have been
possible as well.
10. LONG, supra note 7, at 13.
11. LARRY A. DILLON, THEY DIED IN TI-IL DARKNESS (1976) (discussing mining deaths
in West Virginia from 1886 to 1968); see also GIESEN, supra note 2, at 50; for further
discussion see intfra.
12. GIESEN, supra note 2, at 40. For example, in West Virginia from 1897 to 1939, 346
men died EACH year; from 1939 to 1980, 146 men died EACH year. Id. at 40, 41 (emphasis
added).
13. See LUNT, supra note 6, at 13.
14. See JAMES B. GOODE, Up FROM THE MINES 14 (1993).
15. "[Bjlack lung or pneumoconios [is] caused by inhaling coal dust itself" Also,
families of coal miners cannot collect for black lung because they are not "miners." BRIT
HUME, DEATH AND THE MINES: REBELLION AND MURDER IN THF UNITED MINE
WORKERS 67 (1971). It differs from silicosis which is "caused by inhalation of silica
particles in rock dust," and the difference is important. Id.
16. See KATHY KAHN, HILLBILLY WOMEN: MOUNTAIN WOMEN SPEAK OF STRUGGLE
AND JOY IN SOUTHERN APPALACHIA 27 (1973). The lyrics are as follows:
I am a girl of constant sorrow,
I've seen trouble all my days.
I bid farewell to old Kentucky,
The state where I was born and raised.
Coal Miners
Throughout the years, miners have placed their trust in those that let
them down. Their union, the United Mine Workers of America (UMW),
let them down due to corruption." Their government let them down by
ignoring black lung disease for decades and for failing to win its War on
Poverty; in part, "because it offered too little in too short of a time with-
out enough understanding of the unique forces that had shaped Appalachia
into the nation's poorest region." 19
This paper has an Appalachian focus and examines the heavy toil that
coal mining has taken on these workers and their families.20 It concludes
My mother, how I hated to leave her,
Mother dear who now is dead.
But I had to go and leave her
So my children could have bread.
Perhaps, dear friends, you are wonderin'
What the miners eat and wear.
This question I will try to answer,
For I'm sure that it is fair.
For breakfast we had bulldog gravy,
For supper we had beans and bread.
The miners don't have any dinner,
And a tick of straw they call a bed.
Well, we call this hell on earth, friends,
I must tell you all goodbye.
Oh, I know you all are hungry,
Oh, my darlin' friends, don't cry.
Id. at 26. "Bulldog gravy" is made from "flour, water, and grease." See Henrietta
Yurcheno, Trouble in the Mines: A History of Song and Story by Women of Appalachia, 9
AMERICAN Music 212 (footnote omitted) (1991) (available at http://www.public.asu.edu/
-kleong/appalachian%20women%20song.pdf) (last accessed May 2, 2011); JAMES P.
JOHNSON, THE PoITICS oF SoFT COAL 125 (1979). Many other coal mining songs
portray the hard life of miners and their families. For a more detailed discussion of coal
mining songs and singers, including Gunning, see ARcI-iii. GREEN, ONLY A MINER:
STUDIES IN RECORDED COAL-MINING SONGS 297 (1972).
17. See BILL PETERSON, COALTOWN REVISiD 23 (1972); FINLEY, supra note 3, at
36-39.
18. FINLEY, supra note 3, at 120-21; See GIESEN, supra note 2, at 57.
19. See PETERSON, supra note 17, at 23.
20. Whether the American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009 ("Cap and Trade
Legislation") (House Bill 2454), passes, see Bill Summary & Status, 111th Congress (2009 -
2010), H.R.2454 (available at http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/z?dl 11:H.R.2454:)
(last accessed May 2, 2011), does not affect the proposals contained in this paper. The
ultimate decision concerning the constitutionality of the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act ("Health Care Act") also does not affect these proposals. See Bill Summary &
Status, 111th Congress (2009 - 2010), H.R.3590 (available at http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-
bin/bdquery/z?d111:H.R.3590) (last accessed May 2, 1011); Robert Farley, President
Obama Says 12 Judges Have Rejected "The Notion that the Health Care Law was
Unconstitutional," ST PETERSBURG TIMES, Feb. 8, 2011 (available at 2011 WLNR
2577442). Rather, these proposals focus on helping improve the lives of coal miners and
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that these hard-working coal miners and their families have not received
the recognition that they deserve.21 It further concludes that for their
work and sacrifices, miners and their families deserve additional compen-
sation that we as a society need to provide.
1I. BACKGROUND
A. History of Coal in General
Succintly, "[c]oal is a rock that burns."22 Coal was formed during
the Carboniferous Period around 300 to 350 million years ago23 and was
the result of plants of the Carboniferous Period, such as the lepidodendron
and si'illaria, failing to decay totally.24  "Coal, like any other fuel, is in
demand because it contains carbon, which has heating value."25
Coal has had a profound impact upon industrialization:
The flame qf industrialization spread from a coal fire.
In 1875, a writer could justly say: "Coal is to the world of
industry what sun is to the natural world." In the nineteenth
century, it fueled the steam engine, the new source of power
that drove machinery and turned the wheels of trains. Flick-
ering gas lamps lit the streets of Dickens' London, and of
cobblestone Baltimore. The rattle of coal pouring into the
cellar bin was by the end of the century a familiar sound in
Great Britain. In Europe, and the United States coal had
replaced wood as the predominant home heating fuel.26
their families regardless of what happens with any Cap and Trade Legislation or the Health
Care Act.
21. Recently, movies and cable shows have brought attention to the dangers and
hardships associated with underground coal mining in Appalachia. See, e.g., Coal (Spike
cable broadcast, series began March 2011) (available at http://www.spike.com/shows/coal
(home web page containing some episodes and additional information) (last accessed May
2, 2011); and CoAl COUNTRY (Evening Star Productions 2009). See also HIiilus'e: TI-IE
REAL STORY (Moore Huntley Productions, Inc. 2008) (originally aired on the History
Channel) (contains segments on coal mining); TuIE APPALACIANS (Evening Star
Productions 2005) (presented by Nashville Public Television) (contains segments on coal
mining).
22. LONG, supra note 7, at 4.
23. See CuR-ris E. HARVEY, COAL IN APPALACI-HA: AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIs 1 (1986);
LONG, supra note 7, at 4.
24. BARBARA FREESE, COAL: A HUMAN His-roRY 20 and illustration Carboniferous
Forests (2003).
25. HARVEY, supra note 23, at 1.
26. LONG, supra note 7, at 4.
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B. Brief History of Appalachia
To many scholars, the Appalachian region 27 is both significant and
distinct from the majority of American society.28 Indian societies lived in
Appalachia from at least 6000 B.C. to the Archaic Period.29 After the
American Revolution, numerous wars and diseases "neutralized" these
Indians.'o Around this same time the new western boundary for the
newly-created United States of America became the Mississippi River, and
Euro-Americans began migrating into Appalachia." As a result, the Indi-
ans lost vast amounts of land with the Cherokees losing 60 percent of their
land by the end of the 1700s.32
During the 1800s, capitalists saw little in Appalachia to develop."
After the Civil War, however, when the national economy started
expanding, "the natural wealth of Appalachia began to attract outside capi-
tal." 34 Before the discovery of coal, speculators made money on timber,
paying "scandalously few dollars" to the people of Appalachia." Starting
in the mid-to-late-1800s, "northern speculators and outside businessmen
carved out huge domains in the rich timberlands and mineral regions of
Appalachia. 6 After cutting vast forests in Michigan and Wisconsin, the
27. Geographically, the Appalachian region of the United States stretches from northern
Mississippi to southern New York, but it can be divided into contiguous regions of
comparatively homogeneous characteristics based on topography, demographics, and
economics with Central Appalachia being one such region. See Map of the Subregions of
Appalachia, Appalachian Regional Commission, Nov, 2009 ("ARC Map 2009") (available
at http://www.arc.gov/research/MapsofAppalachia.asp?MAP_1D=31) (last accessed May
2, 2011). It is a remote area, far from urban areas, and consists of 54 counties in eastern
Kentucky, 14 counties in eastern Tennessee, and seven counties in both Virginia and West
Virginia. Id. For this paper Central Appalachia refers to the area defined by the
Appalachian Regional Commission.
28. DRLAKE, supra note 8, at ix (emphasis added); some disagree, including James Still
who wrote of the "'Myth of Appalachia,"' and Henry D. Shapiro who wrote of northern
writers inventing the region; Id. at vii, ix; for a more detailed discussion of scholars and
Appalachia, see id. at 119-30.
29. DRAKE, supra note 8, at 4; for more discussion, see id. at 3-13.
30. Id. at 13,55.
31. Id. at 61; in 1770, the Cherokees in all likelihood outnumbered the new Americans
by 10,000; by 1790, the new Americans numbered 180,000 and the Cherokees 50,000; id;
for a more detailed history of Appalachia, see id. and WILLIAMS, supra note 9.
32. WILMA A. DUNAWAY, TIHE FIRST AMERICAN FiONrIER: TRANSITION TO
CAPITALISM IN SOUTI-IERN APPALACHIA, 1700-1860 56 (1996).
33. RONALD D. EtLER, MINERS, MILLIANDS, AND MOUNTAINEERS:
INDUSTRIALIZATION OF TI-n APPALACHIAN SOuTH, 1880-1930 4-5 (1982).
34. Id. at 5. Some dispute the "myth of a postbellum 'industrial discovery of Southern
Appalachia."' DUNAWAY, supra note 32, at20,.
35. PETERSON, supra note 17, at 22; see HARRY M. CAUDILL, NIGHT COMES TO TIHE
CUMBERLAND 61-69 (2001).
36. See ELLER, supra note 33, at xxi(started in 1870s). One outside firm from the
Midwest, Cole and Crane, bought vast amounts of West Virginia timberland which was
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nation's lumber barons came to Appalachia." Sawmills replaced the old
methods of logging, railroads replaced rivers in transporting the logs," and
company towns replaced farms.39 People of the region welcomed the new
sawmills for the jobs they brought, "but this enthusiasm soon turned to
'bitterness and chagrin .. ""' Paying an "extraordinary low price" to
landowners and low wages to workers, timber barons and corporations
acquired two million board feet of lumber from the Smoky Mountains.4 1
Corporations dominated the timber industry of Appalachia as labor unions
did not exist.42
From 1880 to 1930 industrialization came to Appalachia but "the
profits taken from the rich natural resources of the region flowed out of the
mountains, with little benefit to the mountain people themselves." 3 In
1880, farm production had been the major source of income for the
region, but by 1930 "the major source of income had shifted to nonagri-
cultural employment - mining, logging, textiles, and other forms of public
work."44 The average size of a mountain farm declined; from 187 acres in
the 1880s to 76 acres in 1930.45 The total number of farms increased but
the total amount of farmland decreased by 20 percent.46
The time from 1930 to 2000 has been called the time of "'The New
Appalachia.' "4 7 This time has seen union violence, crisis brought on by
the Depression, the impact of New Deal policies, the boom time of World
War II, the "Appalachian Great Migration" with people leaving the region
for large cities, the growth of tourism, the growth of the National Park and
the National Forest systems, mine disasters, mine strikes, the lost War on
Poverty, the mild boom of the early 1970s, the gloomy economic picture
since the 1980s with high unemployment, and "the need for fresh
thinking."48
later discovered to have contained rich deposits of coal. Trust funds created from this land
helped a firm member's grandson, Cole Porter, become a successful Broadway composer;
WILLIAMS, supra note 9, at 247.
37. DRAlas, supra note 8, at 134.
38. DRAKE, supra note 8, at 134-35-; see CAUDILL, supra note 35, at 65; DUNAWAY,
supra note 32, at184.
39. See WILIAMS, supra note 9, at 247-48; temporary camps in the forest, however,
generally lodged the loggers.
40. See id. at 249.
41. See id. at 250.
42. See id. at 249.
43. EuLER,supra note 33, at xxiv.
44. Id. at xix.
45. Id. at xix.
46. Id. .
47. DRAKE, supra note 8, at 198-16A His-roiky OF APPALACHIA 198-16.
48. Id.; for more on the lost War on Poverty see PETERSON, supra note 17, at 188-03
see KAHN, supra note 16, at 11; DUNAWAY, supra note 32, at 179.
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C. History of Coal in Appalachia
Coal was discovered and mapped in Central Appalachia as early as the
1700s4 9 and was mined in western Virginia in the 1790s,so though it was
not extensively surveyed until the 1800s." In fact, Thomas Jefferson knew
of the coal seams in the "western country."52 The early mining of coal
involved taking wagonloads of coal to a nearby waterway for transport."
During the 1800s, the vast wealth of natural resources in the area
failed to attract capitalist investment due to the remoteness of the region.54
After the Civil War this changed, as people began to look to the Appalach-
ian "mountains as a source of materials to fuel the industrial revolution."5 5
The editors of three Southern newspapers became promoters for the
industrial development of the Appalachians: William Mahone with his
extensive railroad holdings in southwest Virginia, editor of the Richmond
Whig; Henry Watterson of the Louisville Courier-Journal for "the industrial
development of Kentucky"; and Henry of the Atlanta Constitution "who
encouraged southern businessmen to exploit the industrial potential of
their region.""
The Central Appalachian states responded to the cries for industriali-
zation by seeking outside investment. In 1864, West Virginia began pro-
moting its "'boundless natural resources"' through a position created by
the state legislature.
As with timber, outsiders bought much of the mineral rights from the
locals." The people in the mountains did not understand the value of the
coal in their lands." As a result, they sold their mineral rights for pennies
49. MARY B. LA LONE ET AL., APPALACHIAN COAL MINING MEMORIES: LIFE IN THE
COAL FIELDS OF VIRGINIA'S NEw RIVER VALLEY 9 (1997) (region of Southwestern
Virginia).
50. ELLER, supra note 33, at 4.
51. MEMORIES FROM DANTE: THE LIFE OF A COAL TOWN 43 (Katharine C. Shearer
ed., 2001).
52. ELLER, supra note 33, at 44.
53. DUNAWAY, supra note 32, atl79.
54. ELLER, supra note 33, at 4.
55. Id. at 44.
56. Id. at 44-45.
57. Id. at 44.
58. In 1900, for example, the West Virginia State Board of Agriculture reported the
following percentages of outside ownership: Mingo County, 90%; Wayne County, 90%;
Boone County, 60%, and McDowell County, 60%. ELLER, supra note 33, at xxi-xxii
(1982) (citation omitted). For a more detailed discussion of Appalachian land ownership,
see WFIo OWNS APPALACHIA?: LANDOWNERSHIP AND ITS IMPACT (The Appalachian
Land Ownership Task Force) (1983).
59. CAUDILL, supra note 35, at 13. Caudill blamed this failure to comprehend the value
of mineral rights on the mountaineer's "disregard of 'schoohn."' Id.
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with a common price being 50 cents an acre. Outsiders, as well as a few
enterprising locals such as John Caldwell Calhoun Mayo of eastern Ken-
tucky, also commonly used "broad-form" deeds.6 1 Such deeds severed the
land into two parts: the mineral rights and the surface estate. 62  These
deeds appeared frequently in the coalfields of eastern Kentucky, and in
fact, they covered 75 percent of such land.
Coal was becoming more important to the United States and more
valuable. Between 1850 and 1890 coal consumption doubled.64 By 1890,
the world leaders of coal production were, in order of production: (1) the
United States; (2) Great Britain; and (3) Germany. 5 Moreover, "[b]y
1900, coal was the unrivaled foundation of U.S. power. "66
In regard to coal, some divide the time from the 1890s to the 1950s
into four periods: (1) 1890-1920; (2) 1920-1929; (3) 1929-1932; and (4)
1933-1950s.6' During the first period, the industry expanded.6 ' During
the second, it declined.6' The third period consisted of "years of disas-
ter."o Starting in 1933, "a slow recovery took place but it was not until
the middle of World War II that production reached World War I peaks.""
Some Appalachian counties came late to coal mining. For example,
the first carloads of coal did not leave Harlan County, Kentucky until
1911. Soon "[c]oal changed everything."7 2 After World War I began,
some of the nation's largest corporations began mining in Harlan County;
such corporations included U.S. Steel, Ford Motor Company, and Inter-
national Harvester.7 3
60. See PETERSON, supra note 17, at 22; KAHN, supra note 16, at 5; see also CRANDALL
A. SIFIT1n.Eu-r, CoAL TOWNS: LIFE, WORK, AND CULTUIURE IN COMPANY TOWNS OF
SOUTHERN APPALACHIA, 1880-1960 8 (1994) (fifty cents up to five dollars). The land and
mountains of Appalachia, though beautiful, have worked to isolate the settlers of the
region. Id. at 21-22; see ELLER, supra note 33, at 6-8,11. One writer has concluded that
the land "kept visitors and new ideas away for more than a century, leaving its settlers
guileless children who even into the first decades of the twentieth-century lived under
pioneer conditions . A people easy to exploit, easy to promise to, easy to betray."
PETERSON, supra note 17, at 22. For a detailed discussion of the lives of the people of
Appalachia before industrialization, see ELuER, supra note 33, at 3-38.
61. See PETERSON, supra note 17, at 22; CAUDILL, supra note 35, at 14.
62. CAUDILL, supra note 35, at 14.
63. Id. at 14.
64. FREsE, supra note 24.
65. Id.
66. Id.
67. Ernest Withers Boyd, The Miners' Health Program: A Study of Purposes in
Interorganizational Planning 79-83 (UNC-Chapel Hill PhD) (1982).
68. Id. at 79.
69. Id.
70. Id. at 83.
71. Id.




Prices for coal fell after World War I. For example, in 1920 railroads
paid $4.20 a ton; before the crash in 1929, they paid only $2.40.7 As a
result, the coal companies slashed wages in union and non-union mines;
the eight-hour day was replaced with the nine or ten-hour day." Unfor-
tunately, deaths in the mines began to increase." During this time, "the
coal industry went from riches and rags and reverted to its cutthroat tradi-
tions."" Following the crash in 1929, the market for coal worsened. For
one, "demand for coal declined."" In addition, there was a surplus of
both mines and miners, and at the same time, consumers were switching
from coal to natural gas and petroleum.7 9
After World War II economic problems confronted the coal indus-
try." Consumers began replacing coal with oil and gas for heating."
1 Rail-
roads began replacing coal with diesel fuel.82 The industry's only hope was
the electric generating plants." In 1947 coal production amounted to 631
million tons; in 1949 it amounted to only 438 million tons.84
Problems continued with the recessions of the late 1950s, resulting in
huge layoffs especially in Appalachia and eastern Kentucky." As a result,
Leslie County, Kentucky lost 25 percent of its population." Many people
left Appalachia and headed north to the factories in Cincinnati, Dayton,
and Detroit. 7
III. MINERS AT WORK AND HoIV1E
A. Wages
In a report issued in the early 1920s by the United States Mine Com-
mission ("1920s Coal Report"), the investigators found that miners were
averaging a dollar a day in pay." In addition, because the miners were paid
once a month or every two weeks, companies would issue "scrip," private
currency issued by the individual coal operators that was generally valuable
74. FINLEY, supra note 3, at 60.
75. Id.
76. Id.
77. JAMES P. JOHNSON, TEil PoITICS OF SOFT COAL 95 (1979).
78. Id. at 124.
79. Id. at 124-25.




84. CAUDILL, supra note 35, at 25.
85. HuME, , supra note 15, at 22-23.
86. GEORGE VECSEY, ONE SUNSET A WEEK: THE STORY OF A COAL MINER 65
(1974).
87. Id.
88. THEODORE DREISER ET AL., HARLAN MINERS SPEAK: REPORT ON TERRORISM
IN THE KENTUCKY COAL FIELDS 83, 85 (1932).
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only at that operator's store or commissary, though at times it could be
sold." Miners had expenses associated with their jobs, such as tools and
their accompanying blacksmithing costs, supplies, and lamps - before the
days of hard hats and battery lamps." Before paying wages to a coal miner,
the coal company would first deduct "mine expenses - fuel for the lamp,
explosives, and blacksmithing on his tools. Half a week's work may go to
pay for these alone."" The company deducted other expenses as well,
including rent, doctor bills, and a burial fund.92
In the 1920s and 1930s some miners could not even afford under-
wear.9 3 In 1933, some miners were making only eight dollars a week.94
Later, wages increased. The coal industry, however, has always been a
"boom-or-bust" industry with high volatility which affected the miners
and their families.9
In the past as in the present, some men did not want to be miners but
did so anyway due to the higher wages.9' In a 1979 report, southwestern





Close to home 13.4"1
Being a miner meant a higher standard of living.98 In addition, cama-
raderie existed between the miners. These were men who "would rather
be together, earning their living and playing pranks, than staying home
with their wives and children - or working some dreary office job with
89. Id. at 28 (1932). Scrip was also called "coal company money" and was a credit from
a miner's earnings. See ROBERT ARMSTEAD, BLACK DAYS, BLACK DUST: TiE MEMORIES
OF AN AFRICAN AMERICAN COAL MINER 7 (as told to S.L. Gardner) (2002). The
company store kept track of a miner's scrip by his payroll number. See id.
90. ARMSTEAD, supra note 89, at 38.
91. DREISER, supra note 88, at 29.
92. Id.
93. NORRIs, supra note 1, at 4; DREISER supra note 88, at88.
94. NoRius, supra note 1, at 24.
95. Mark L. Wardell, David Lewis Smith, and Charles Vaught, Department of
Sociology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Coal Miners and Coal Mining
in Southwestern Virginia: An Organizational Study, A Research Report to Coyt T. Wilson 25-26
(1979).
96. ARMSTEAD, BLACK supra note 89, at 89 (in 1947 Armstead could work in the mine
and make in four days what he could make in one month working at a hotel).
97. Mark L. Wardell, David Lewis Smith, and Charles Vaught, Department of
Sociology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Coal Miners and Coal Mining
in Southwestern Virginia: An Organizational Study, A Research Report to Coyt T. Wilson 25-26
(1979).
98. NoRis, supra note 1, at 34.
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more security"" Even so, some women also worked in the mines for the
higher wages. For example, a woman with six children went from making
$2.30 an hour to $49 a day in the mines.'" Over the years many wives
took jobs, some even bootlegged, to help."o0
B. Working Conditions
In the 1800s, child laborers were common in the mines as were
mules, collapsing roofs, fires, and explosions. One description of these
working conditions provided:
Coal mining has always been a dangerous endeavor, regard-
less of its historical context. The 19th-century coal miners
that I study trudged through rat-infested shafts and through
dirty pools of standing water to bore holes in coal seams,
pack in black powder, and set off a controlled (hopefully)
blast to loosen the coal.
Even after risking life and limb in this stage of the process,
miners faced the potential collapse of tunnels, asphyxiation
by toxic gases, or sudden fires that could break out while
they shoveled the broken coal into carts and sent them to the
surface.
In an era when all facets of industrial labor brought some
element of risk, coal miners witnessed some of the worst
working conditions and rates of injury and death in the
United States.102
In these early years men used horses and mules to move the coal
underground."' The presence of horses and mules in the mines meant the
presence of hay and grain as well, resulting in a large rodent population.'04
Miners put up with the rats because they believed that the rats could pre-
dict danger.'
In the 1920s certain positions and duties were common in the mines:
(1) timbermen put in wooden posts that held up the roof; (2) trackmen
laid the tracks in the mine tunnels; (3) loaders blasted out the coal with
explosives, chipped it down and smashed it, and then loaded it into a coal
car; (4) drivers brought the coal cars to a set point underground using
horses or mules; (5) hoist operators moved the underground coal to the
99. VECSEY, supra note 86, at 23, 124.
100. NORRis, supra note 1, at 16.
101. NORRIs, supra note 1, at 24.
102. Sean Patrick Adams, Why Do We Still Have Mining Disasters?- Tragedy's Deep Roots,
N.Y. TIMES, April 7, 2010, at Al (available at http://roonfordebate.blogs.nytimes.com/
2010/0 4 /07/why-do-we-still-have-mining-disasters/ ) (last accessed May 2, 2011).
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surface; and (6) cleaners and sorters washed, separated, and sorted the
coal. 116
Miners died in the mines,10 7 and unfortunately are still dying in the
mnes. Most records of deaths involve "mine disasters," defined as five or
more lives being lost.'" From 1876 to 1975, there were over 600 mining
disasters.'" From 1886 to1968 in West Virginia alone, there were at least
44 mining disasters, the vast majority being explosions caused by methane
gas."o Explosions such as these occurred with frequency in coal mines."'
Rock falls also killed miners,"1 as did electrocutions." Injuries hap-
pened to miners frequently. Some miners suffered broken bones.114
Others suffered amputations" and crushed backs." 6
Making it even harder on families was the loss of multiple members in
a mining disaster or accident."' Also, making it harder in the past was that
few families received full compensation for their losses."' Families often
received nothing for the losses of their loved ones and breadwinners."'
Unfortunately, in the twenty-first century miners are still dying in the
mines, though mining disasters are less frequent than before 1976.120 Even
106. See Id.
107. See DILLoN, supra note 11, (discussing mining deaths in West Virginia from 1886 to
1968); see also GIESFN, supra note 2, at 50.
108. U.S. Mine Rescue Ass'n, Historical Data on Mine Disasters in the United States
(available at http://www.usmra.com/saxsewell/historical.htm) (last accessed May 2, 2011).
109. See U.S. Mine Rescue Ass'n, Historical Data on Mine Disasters in the United States
(available at http://www.usmra.com/saxsewell/historical.htm) (last accessed May 2, 2011).
110. DILLoN viii, supra note 11, (discussing mining deaths in West Virginia from 1886 to
1968); for photographs of some of these explosions, see STAN COH lEN, KING CoAl: A
PICTORIAI HERITAGE OF WEsr VIRGINIA COAL MINING 111-15 (1984).
111. Noikus, supra note 1, at 16. See GIESEN, supra note 2, at 50.
112. NoRlis, supra note 1, at 108.
113. GooDE, supra note 14, at 11.
114. Noiums, supra note 1, at 84. According to a coal miner's daughter whose mining
father's leg was broken three times in three separate accidents, the coal company's response
was to be done with him. "When you got hurt, the coal companies were through with
you." Id.
115. Noiukis, supra note 1, at 24.
116. Id. at 44,76. .
117. Id. at 16; ("My mother's first husband, my Dad's brother, and my first cousin were
all killed in the mines."). Id. at 82; See GIESEN, supra note 2, at 51 (Amy was third-
generation mining family; her husband and grandfather died in the mines and her uncle of
black lung).
118. NORIus, supra note 1, at 40, 44.
119. Id. at 40.
120. See Historical Data on Mine Disasters in the United States, U.S. Mine Rescue Ass'n
(available at http://www.usmra.com/saxsewell/historical.hti) (last accessed May 2, 2011).
From 2006 to 2010, the following mine disasters involving explosions occurred:
Apr. 4, 2010 Upper Big Branch Mine Montcoal, WV 29 killed
May 20, 2006 Darby Mine No. 1 Mill, KY 5 killed
Jan, 2, 2006 Sago Mine Tallmansville, WV 12 killed
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though "[a]ll explosions are preventable," they are still occurring.12 1 One
scholar states about mining in Appalachia:
Underground coal mining is especially risky in Appalachia,
where they have been mining coal for 150 years, and where
much of the easy-to-get coal has long been mined out.
What's left is increasingly difficult and dangerous to extract,
even with today's improved mining technology. Simply put,
if you're mining coal in these kinds of conditions, you're
going to have accidents, and workers are going to die. 122
Being a roofbolter is one of the most dangerous jobs in the mines.123
To some, fatalities only decrease when the federal government
becomes involved through either regulations or statutes; under this view,
"regulatory agencies are the lifeline for miners."
As in the past, wives of coal miners still worry about their husbands;
they fear fires, explosions, and falling rocks.124 Children of miners also
worry about their fathers.125 Because of their husbands' dangerous jobs,
coal miner wives take on more of the responsibilities at home, treating
their marriages as "seventy-five-twenty-five" marriages.126
Lives of coal miners and their families have improved greatly in the
last few decades.
Additional challenges, however, now face coal miners, such as the fact that
the easy seams of coal have already been mined.127
But sec Price Fishback, Why Do IVe Still Have Mining Disasters?- How Deaths Are Prevented,
N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 7, 2010 (available at http://roomfordebate.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/04/
07/why-do-we-still-have-mining-disasters/) (last accessed May 2, 2011) ("Compared to
the past, mine accidents have become increasingly rare events.")
121. Ian Urbina and Michael Cooper, Deaths at West Virginia Mine Raise Issues About
Safety, N.Y. TIms, Apr., 2010, at Al (available at http://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/07/
us/07westvirginia.html) (last accessed May 2, 2011). To prevent these explosions, "It's just
making sure you have things in place to keep one from occurring." Id. (quoting Kevin
Stricklin, an administrator with the federal Mine Safety and Health Administration).
122. Jeff Goddell, Why Do We Still Have Mining Disasters?- The Politics of a Dangerous
Business, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 7, 2010 (available at http://roomfordebate.blogs.nytimes.com/
2010/04/07/why-do-we-still-have-mining-disasters/) (last accessed May 2, 2011).
123. NoRRis, supra note 1, at 92.
124. CAROL A.B. GIuESON, COAL MINERS' WIVEs: PORTRAITS OF ENDURANCE 44
(1995); see also KAlIN, supra note 16, atl5 ("Miner's wives know too well how easy it is to
become a miner's widow.").
125. GRiESON, supra note 124, at 65. As one wife stated: "You might want him to be
the one who has to deal with the children's problems . . ., but you can't. He can't have no
worries or angers on his mind when he goes down there to work." Id.
126. Id. at 49. Children pray for their fathers' safety: "'God, please don't let the mine fall
on daddy and don't let there be another fire."' Id.
127. NoRRIs, supra note 1, at 34.
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C. Living Conditions
1. Company Towns
Coal operators created company towns near the mines because towns,
stores, and houses did not exist.'28 Many miners did not buy homes
because they did not know if they would have continuous jobs.'29 Many
had previously farmed their own land where they had independence and
self-sufficiency; now many "found themselves unable to escape the condi-
tion of powerlessness and dependency."'
Many have criticized these company towns,' while others have pos-
ited that residents "recalled with fondness their days in the company-town
setting, [in] spite of the noise, poor sanitation, dust, danger, and company
128. See PETERSON, supra note 17, at 27.
129. See id. at 28; according to one miner, "Never could buy [a house] though. Still
rent. Never knew whether you'd have a job one day to the next." Id.
130. Eu.ER,supra note 33, at xxii. But see DUNAWAY, supra note 32, at179 (1996)
("Contrary to long-standing stereotypes, there were few subsistent producers in Southern
Appalachia.").
131. See PETERSON, supra note 17, at 29; see also Mark L. Wardell, David Lewis Smith,
and Charles Vaught, Department of Sociology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University, Coal Miners and Coal Mining in Southwestern Virginia: An Organizational Study, A
Research Report to Coyt T. Wilson 5 (1979) ("The quality of family life before and during the
[D]epression was not only regulated by the ups and downs of the coal industry but by the
coal operators themselves."); for a more detailed discussion of company towns in general,
see HARDY GREEN Ti-lE COMPANY TOWN: THE INDUSTRIAL EDENS AND SATANIC MILILS
TIAT SHAPED THE AMERICAN ECONOMY (2010). The song "Sixteen Tons," written by
Merle Travis, born in eastern Kentucky to a coal miner, brought much attention to the
plight of the residents of the company towns. See HARDY GREEN TiiHE COMPANY TOWN:
THE INDUSTRIAL EDENS AND SATANIC Muis THAT SHAIIE1 THE AMERICAN ECONOMY
69-70 (2010). But see George Davis (1930s) (available at http://www.folkarchive.de/
sixteen2.html#store0 (last accessed May 2, 2011) (another writer claimed to have written
the song). The chorus goes as follows:
You load sixteen tons and what do you get?
Another day older and deeper in debt.
Saint Peter, don't you call me 'cause I can't go,
I owe my soul to the company store.
ARCHIE GREEN, ONLY A MINER: STuoIEs IN RECORDED COAL-MINING SONcs 297
(1972). According to Green, the line "I owe my soul to the company store" came from
Travis' father. Id. at 309. On that same record, Merle Travis spoke about the song:
Yessir, there's a-many a Kentucky coal miner that pretty near owes his soul
to the company store. He gets so far in debt to the coal company he's a-
workin' fer that he goes on fer years without being paid one red cent in
real honest-to-goodness money. But he can always go to the company
store and draw flickers or scrip - you know, that's little brass coins that
you can't spend nowhere only at the company store. So they add that
against his account and every day he gets a little farther in debt.





authority." 3 2 To some, the company towns were more isolating due to
their "rigid class distinctions" where railroad tracks literally divided towns
into two, "separating the more substantial residences of the managing class
from the miners' shacks.""'
Clean water was a problem.' At one town in West Virginia, "worms
[came] through the faucet, the water contained coal, wood, and feces, and
it was basically contaminated.""' In a report issued in the early 1920s by
the United States Mine Commission, the Commission looked at a sam-
pling of 71,000 company-owned houses in over 700 communities in Ken-
tucky and found that only 13.8 percent had running water."' This lack of
running water created hardships and more work for the families, in large
part because of the need for daily baths for the miners."' This scarcity of
water in a coal town turned house-cleaning into "a Herculean task.""'
Besides problems with water, the company towns had other
problems. Unpleasant smells permeated the towns, coming from the out-
houses that were cleaned once a year, the burning of coal, and the "'gob
pile,"' where coal-mine waste and slate were dumped. In the 1920s, Pres-
ident Hoover relied on private charities to help the residents of the com-
pany towns but to no avail."'
Company town housing began to dwindle during and after the
Depression as the housing turned into a liability for the coal operators. 40
Even without the company towns, the miners still depended on coal:
Thus, one of the most salient features about most coal min-
ers is that they live in rural communities where the opportu-
nities for employment are extremely limited and where the
routines of everyday life are regulated by the flow of coal out
132. CRANDALL A. SHIwIIu I-r-, COAL TOWNS: Liwn, WORK, AND CULTURE IN
COMPANY TOWNS OF= SOUTHERN APPALACHIA, 1880-1960 7 (1994). See GOODE, supra
note 14, at 136, 138-40 (1993); STAN COIEN, KING COAL: A PICTORIAL HERITAGE OF
WEST VIRGINIA COAL MINING 55 (1984).
133. ELLER, supra note 33, at xxiii.
134. NORRis, supra note 1, at 52.
135. Id..
136. DREasiSR supra note 88, at 83. See LONG, supra note 7, at 43.
137. See LONG, supra note 7, at 43; see also ARMSTEAD, supra note 89, at 64-64 ("One
outside hand-operated pump provided all the water for twenty families" in the 1930s; "A
daily fill-up of a number 3 zinc tub was absolutely necessary for Dad came home covered
with coal dust from head to toe.")
138. LONG, supra note 7, at 43; see also DIERslsn, supra note 88, at84-85 ("the added
burden on the overworked housewife of walking many blocks each day with water [was]
enormous").
139. VECSEY, supra note 86, at 127.
140. Mark L. Wardell, David Lewis Smith, and Charles Vaught, Department of
Sociology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Coal Miners and Coal Mining
in Southwestern Virginia: An Organizational Study, A Research Report to Coyt T. Wilson 6
(1979).
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of their region into other parts of the country and the world.
This is truly not only for the miners but for all the other
members of these single industry communities. 141
2. Daily Life and More
In the past, the primary food for miners was beans, cornbread, and
"bulldog gravy."1 42 Even today, beans and cornbread are common meal
items. Many people dropped out of school to work.143  People also
tended to marry very young144 and had large families.145
As with working conditions, living conditions have improved. Com-
pany towns no longer exist. Throughout Appalachia, however, floods
continue to destroy people's lives.146
D. Health
In the early 1930s throughout parts of Appalachia, an epidemic of
dysentery caused by malnutrition was prevalent in the coal camps1 47; in one
summer in a camp with about 125 families, it killed an average of seven
children a week.14 1
Historically, many miners have suffered from black lung disease. 4 9
Some families lost multiple members. For example, a black lung activist in
West Virginia lost her father, four brothers, and two husbands to black
lung.o5 1 In 1969, Congress passed legislation compensating miners with
black lung,"' but to collect for black lung was a "nightmare."152
141. Mark L. Wardell, David Lewis Smith, and Charles Vaught, Department of
Sociology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Coal Miners and Coal Mining
in Southwestern Virginia: An Organizational Study, A Research Report to Coyt T. Wilson 6
(1979).
142. DREISER, supra note 88, at 30, 85.
143. Noiuus, supra note 1, at 102.
144. Id. at 4,14,24(15 years-old to 17 years-old).





(last accessed May 2, 2011).
146. NoRuRs, supra note 1, at 22. The Flood of 1977 was especially hard on Central
Appalachia. See id.
147. JolINsoN, supra note 77, at 125.
148. DREISER, supra note 16, at FIELDs 84-85. A s noted supra, bulldog gravy consisted of
flour, water, and grease, generally bacon.
149. NoRkis, supra note 1, at 4, 26, 40, 116. For a more detailed discussion of black
lung, see Ai.AN DERICKSON, BLACK LUNG: ANATOMY OF A PUBLIC HEALTI- DISASTER
(1998).
150. NORRis, supra note 1, at 4, 26, 40.
151. For a more detailed discussion of black lung legislation, see infra.
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There was and is the psychological stress associated with mining.
Due to the dangerous nature of mining, mining wives constantly worried
about their husbands."' The miners themselves also worried.154
E. The Union"'
Throughout the years, miners and their unions have battled with the
coal operators. In the late 1800s when miners protested through street
demonstrations for better working conditions, they were shot."'
F. The Coining of the Machines
In 1880 cutting machines were first introduced in the United States,
but by 1920 only 60 percent of coal was machine cut."' Once the
machines came into the mines, massive layoffs of men soon followed."'
Because the machines "could mine as much coal as ten men," thousands of
miners lost their jobs.'59 Such machines included the "continuous miner."
A miner described this machine "as a marvel of modem technology."'"
In addition:
The continuous miner is a rectangular vehicle, open on the
top, operated by one man. Its front half is lethal, like the
jaws of a shark. The top "jaw" has a circular cutting tool at
the end that breaks the exposed coal and drops it to the floor.
Then a bottom "jaw" scoops up the coal and flips it back-
ward, into the "mouth" of the machine. The coal crunches
through a digestive system of this fascinating beast, then is
152. Noluus, supra note 1 at 40; See GIESEN, supra note 2, at 57 (due to red tape, many
afflicted with black lung spent months or years trying to collect benefits).
153. Nouus, supra note 1, at 20; See GIESEN, supra note 2, at 50, 57; LONG,supra note 7,
at 43.
154. LONG, supra note 7, at 43.
155. A discussion of the history of the UMW, miners, and the coal companies in
Appalachia is beyond the scope of this article. Much has been written on the subject. See,
e.g. ,Rebecca J. Bailey, Matewan Before the Massacre: Politics, Coal, and the Roots of
Conflict in a West Virginia Mining Community (2008); RICHARD P. MULCAHIY, A
SOCIAL CONTRACT FOR THE COAL FIELDS: THE RISE AND) FALL OF THE UNITED MINE
WORKERS OF- AMERICA WELFARE AND RETIREMENT FUND (2000); LON SAVAGE,
THUNDER IN Tn-E MOUNTAINS: THIE WEST VIRGINIA MINE WAR 1920-1921 (1986);
ELIZABEI Ii LEVY AND TAD RIClARDS, STRUGGLE ANI) LOSE, STRUGGLIE ANID WIN: THE
UNITED MINE WORKERS (1977); BRYAN WooLLEY, WE BE HERE WIH1EN THE
MORNING COMES (1975).
156. FINLEY, supra note 3, at 226.
157. Alan Jay Singer, "Which Side Are You On?" Ideological Conflict in The United
Mine Workers of America, 1919-1928 at 94 n 4 (May 1982) (Ph.D. dissertation, Rutgers
University).
158. AiRMSTEAD, supra note 89, at 64-64.
159. See KAI-IN, supra note 16, at 12.
160. VECSEY, supra note 86, at 32 (1974).
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deposited out the back, onto a waiting shuttle car, whose
operator drives the coal a few hundred feet to the nearest
conveyor belt.'6 1
Another machine was the "Joy Loader that moved alongside a seam of cut
coal, scooped it up, and dumped it on a conveyor at its rear."1 62 Two other
machines helped make strip mining possible: the "'Big Muskie' - ten sto-
ries high, as wide as an eight-lane highway -... and 'the Gem of Egypt'
that weighed fourteen million tons, stood 170 feet high, and could gobble
200 tons of earth per bite."' The use of all of this machinery, especially,
out west, has shifted the focus from manual labor" "Today, though, nearly
two-thirds of American coal comes from surface mines, where it has been
scooped up by some of the world's most gargantuan machines."1 64
Mechanization made black lung worse.'16 It also subjected the miners
to "ear-numbing" noise.166
IV. MINERS' CONTRIBUTIONS
As stated earlier, not only was coal "burned for industrial purpose,
[it] was integral to the manufacturing of steel."' 6' To win World War I,
the administration of Woodrow Wilson devised a strategy. It believed that
a key role belonged to industry because "it produced the immense quanti-
ties of armaments required by modern warfare."' 8 During World War I,
Bethlehem Steel became the largest manufacturer of munitions in the
world.'9 During that same time "steel mills throughout the United States
reached record levels of production," including mills owned by US Steel.'
161. Id. For a discussion of how the machines affected the miner's use of the pick and
axe, see PRcIE V. FISHBACK, SoIrr COAL, HAD CioiciEs: T-E ECONOMIC WELFARE Or
BrruMINous COAL MINERS, 1890-1930 42-44 (1992).
162. VEcSiSy, supra note 86, at 57.
163. Id. at 171.
164. FREESE, supra note 24.
165. FINIv, supra note 3, at 224-25-
166. GRIESON, supra note 124, at 44.
167. BRIAN SoLOMON AND PATRICK YOUGH, COAL TRAINS, THE HISTORY OF-
RAILROADING AND COAL IN THE UNITED STATEs 8 (2009). For those who are train buffs,
this book contains magnificent photographs.
168. See LUNT, supra note 6, at 13.
169. MARK REUTTrER, TiHE MAKING 01 BITLEIHEM STEEL: SPARROW POINT AND THIE
RISE AND RUIN II- AMIRICAN INDUSTRIAL MIGHT 115 (2004). For more on the war
efforts of Bethlehem Steel, see KENNETH WARREN, BETI-ILEl-IEM STEEL: BUILDER AND
ARsENAL O1 AMERICA (2008).
170. WARREN, supra note 169, at 98.
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Mining companies made "record profits" during World War I."' For
example, the Pittsburgh Coal Company, owned by Mellon, amassed 79
million dollars during the war.17 2
Concerning the period after World War I, one Appalachian historian
has stated:
Semibituminous coking coal from Appalachia was one of the
essential resources for steelmaking; as the twentieth century
wore on, by-product coke ovens also produced raw materials
for a new chemical process industry based on German pat-
ents seized during World War I. Steel was also the key to
military power on land, naval power at sea. None of this
would have been possible without abundant supplies of bitu-
minous coal."'
"The outbreak of World War II . . . swept the steel industry and US
Steel to new heights."' 74 During World War II coal companies had to




In 1891, Congress passed the first legislation concerning coal mining,
prohibiting children under 12 from working in the mines and establishing
minimum ventilation requirements in underground mines. 6 In 1910,
Congress established the Bureau of Mines as an agency within the Depart-
ment of the Interior."' Though Congress charged the Bureau of Mines
with preventing accidents by reviewing mining methods and finding safer
practices, "[t]he agency lacked the authority to inspect or supervise mines
171. Singer, supra note 157, at 197.
172. Id.
173. WILLIAMS, supra note 9, at 253; one could add, that without an abundant supply of
labor to mine this bituminous coal, such would not have been possible as well.
174. WARREN, supra note 15, at 163.
175. ARMSTEAD, supra note 89, at 77.
176. Debra Bell, 10 Things You Didn't Know About Mining Law, U.S. NEWS & WORLD
REPORT, Apr. 13, 2010 (available at 2010 WL 7709100) (last accessed May 2, 2011). See
U.S. DEPT. OF LABOR, MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION, HISTORY OF
MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH LEGISLATION (available at http://www.rnsha.gov/mshainfo/
rnshainf2.htm) (last accessed May 2, 2011).
177. Debra Bell, 10 Things You Didn't Know About Mining Law, U.S. NEWS & WORLD
REPORT, Apr. 13, 2010 (available at 2010 WL 7709100) (last accessed May 2, 2011). See
U.S. DEPT. OF LABOR, MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION, HISTORY OF
MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH LEGISLATION (available at http://www.msha.gov/mshainfo/
mshainf2.htm) (last accessed May 2, 2011).
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or set federal safety and health standards.""' This action by Congress in
1910 followed the three most deadly years in the history of coal mining in
America, 1907 to 1909; fifty coal mining disasters occurred during those
three years, resulting in 1,773 deaths. 79
In 1952, Congress passed the Federal Coal Mine Safety Act.'" Con-
cerning this legislation:
[It] provided for annual inspections in certain underground
coal mines, and gave the Bureau limited enforcement
authority, including power to issue violation notices and
imminent danger withdrawal orders. The 1952 Act also
authorized the assessment of civil penalties against mine
operators for noncompliance with withdrawal orders or for
refusing to give inspectors access to mine property, although
no provision was made for monetary penalties for noncom-
pliance with the safety provisions. In 1966, Congress
extended coverage of the 1952 Coal Act to all underground
coal mines.'
Less than a year later in 1953, President Eisenhower mentioned coal
miners in his Inaugural Address:
In the light of this equality, we know that the virtues most
cherished by free people-love of truth, pride of work,
devotion to country-all are treasures equally precious in the
lives of the most humble and of the most exalted. THE MEN
WHO MINE COAL AND FIRE FURNACES and balance ledgers
and turn lathes and pick cotton and heal the sick and plant
corn-all serve as proudly, and as profitably, for America as
the statesmen who draft treaties and the legislators who enact
laws.'"
178. Debra Bell, 10 Things You Didn't Know About Mining Law, U.S. NEWS & WORLD
REPORT, Apr. 13, 2010 (available at 2010 WL 7709100) (last accessed May 2, 2011). See
U.S. DEPr. OF LABOR, MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION, HISTIORY OF
MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH LEGISLATION (available at http://www.msha.gov/mshainfo/
mshainf2.htm) (last accessed May 2, 2011).
179. U.S. Mine Rescue Ass'n, Historical Data on Mine Disasters in the United States
(available at http://www.usmra.com/saxsewell/historical.htm) (last accessed May 2, 2011).
180. Id. . See FINLEY, supra note 3, at 230-32-
181. Debra Bell, 10 Things You Didn't Know About Mining Law, U.S. NEWS & WoR.LD
REPORT, Apr. 13, 2010 (available at 2010 WL 7709100) (last accessed May 2, 2011). See
U.S. DEPT. OF LABOR, MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION, HISTORY O=
MINE SAFETY AND HEALTI-H LEGISLATION (available at http://www.msha.gov/mshainfo/
mshainf2.htm) (last accessed May 2, 2011).
182. President Dwight D. Eisenhower, First Inaugural Address, Jan. 20, 1953 (available at
http://www.bartleby.com/124/pres54.html) (last accessed May 2, 2011) (emphasis added).
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B. 1960s to the 1990s
In November of 1968, methane, a highly flammable gas, caused an
explosion at the Consol No. 9 mine in Farmington, West Virginia."' The
explosion buried 78 men.' In January of 1969, striking West Virginia
miners descended on the state capital of Charleston demanding a black
lung law. In response, the West Virginia legislature "enacted the most
enlightened workmen's- compensation provisions in the country."'
"The Farmington disaster provided an imperative for federal inter-
vention that spilled over into other areas," such as black lung.'8 6 After the
1968 explosion Congressman Ken Hechler from West Virginia,'" and
Ralph Nader'" who had earlier taken on General Motors, began to ask
questions. Soon thereafter in 1969 Congress passed the Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act (1969 Coal Act).' 9 The Senate passed its bill first on Octo-
ber 2 with a vote of seventy-three to zero.'" The House passed its version
on October 29, 389 to four."' With such overwhelming support, Presi-
dent Nixon signed the 1969 Coal Act but only with threat of strike.19 2
The 1969 Coal Act did not prevent tragedy: "As to punctuate the dangers
of mining, exactly one year to the day of President Nixon signing [the
1969 Coal Act], a doghole mine blew up in Hyden, Kentucky, killing
thirty-eight men."'93  Afterwards, the number of mine inspectors
increased from 250 in 1969 to 1,145 in 1973; during that same period the
number of inspections increased 500 percent.' Lack of codified penalties
hampered the inspectors as did the fact that a Republican fundraiser super-
vised the penalties.195
183. FINLEY, supra note 3, at 33, 226; for a more detailed account of the explosion, see
HUMF, supra note 15, at 3-17 (1971).
184. FINuEY, supra note 3, at 33.
185. Id. at 226; Dante at 137, 163.
186. DERICKSON, supra note 149.
187. FINIY, supra note 3, at 33; DERICKSON, supra note 149. "[T]he lone visionary,
Hechler began advocating a national insurance scheme for victims of dust disease in
December 1968. Id. at 176.
188. FINLEY, supra note 3, at 33; Nader criticized the government and also the UMW,
especially in regard to the 1968 Union contract which failed to contain dust-prevention
provisions, compensation for miners when mines were shut down, and any requirement for
toilet facilities; Id. See DERICKSON, supra note 149, at 134-35, 153, 168.
189. FINIvEY, supra note 3, at 226.
190. HUME, supra note 15, at 216.
191. Id. at 219.
192. Id.; VECSEY, supra note 86, at 100 (1974); DERICKSON,supra note 149.
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The 1969 Coal Act contained provisions dealing with black lung.19 6
Much earlier, both Great Britain and Australia had recognized and
attacked this disease. By 1943, Great Britain attacked black lung by recog-
nizing it as an occupational disease.'97 In 1947, Australia also passed legis-
lation concerning black lung disease and achieved great success.' 98
The 1969 Coal Act had teeth:
The Coal Act included surface as well as underground coal
mines within its scope, required two annual inspections of
every surface coal mine and four at every underground coal
mine, and dramatically increased federal enforcement powers
in coal mines. The Coal Act also required monetary penal-
ties for all violations, and established criminal penalties for
knowing and willful violations. The safety standards for all
coal mines were strengthened, and health standards were
adopted. The Coal Act included specific procedures for the
development of improved mandatory health and safety stan-
dards, and provided compensation for miners who were
totally and permanently disabled by the progressive respira-
tory disease caused by the inhalation of fine coal dust pneu-
moconiosis or "black lung". [sic]'99
In 1977, Congress again acted and passed the Federal Mine Safety and
Health Act which "established the Mine Safety and Health Administration
in the Department of Labor."20 () More specifically:
The Mine Act amended the 1969 Coal Act in a num-
ber of significant ways, and consolidated all federal health
and safety regulations of the mining industry, coal as well as
non-coal mining, under a single statutory scheme. The Mine
Act strengthened and expanded the rights of miners, and
enhanced the protection of miners from retaliation for exer-
196. DERICKSON, supra note 149. In fact, Nixon wanted to veto the 1969 Coal Act, not
because of government regulation of coal mining, but because of the provisions
compensating miners for black lung. Id. at xi. When widows of miners came to lobby him
in support of the 1969 Coal Act, he could not face them and refused to even meet with
them. Id.
197. FINLEY, supra note 3, at 223, 227; DERICKSON, supra note 149.
198. FINLEY, supra note 3, at 33, 226; MEMORIES FROM DANTE: Ti-IE LIFE OF A COAL
TOWN, supra note 51, at 137, 163.
199. U.S. DiP'. OF LABOR, MINE SAFETY AND HEALI-i ADMINISTRATION, HISTORY
OF MINE SAFETY ANID HEALTI-I LEGISLATION (available at http://www.msha.gov/
mshainfo/mshainf2.htm) (last accessed May 2, 2011).
200. Debra Bell, 10 Things You Didn't Know About Mining Iaw, U.S. NEWS & WORLD
REPORT, Apr. 13, 2010 (available at 2010 WL 7709100) (last accessed May 2, 2011). See
U.S. DEPT. OF LABOR, MINE SAFETY AND HEAl TH AJDMINISTRATION, HisTORY oF
MINE SAFEIY AN) HEAuI-i LEGISLATION (available at http://www.nisha.gov/mshainfo/
mshainf2.htm) (last accessed May 2, 2011).
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cising such rights. Mining fatalities dropped sharply under
the Mine Act from 272 in 1977 to 86 in 2000. The Mine
Act also transferred responsibility for carrying out its man-
dates from the Department of the Interior to the Depart-
ment of Labor, and named the new agency the Mine Safety
and Health Administration (MSHA). Additionally, the Mine
Act established the independent Federal Mine Safety and
Health Review Commission to provide for independent
review of the majority of MSHA's enforcement actions.201
C. 2000s to Now
In 2006, after the Sago mine disaster, Congress addressed the safety of
miners by passing the Mine Improvement and New Emergency Response
Act ("MINER Act"). More specifically:
The MINER Act amended the Mine Act to require mine-
specific emergency response plans in underground coal
mines; added new regulations regarding mine rescue teams
and sealing of abandoned areas; required prompt notification
of mine accidents; and enhanced civil penalties.202
Senator Robert Byrd, the long time advocate for the coal miners,
died on June 28, 2010.203 As of this writing, no politician has stepped up
to take on the miners' mantra. The Health Care Act contains provisions
that will make it easier for miners suffering from black lung to collect
benefits.204 Moreover, President Obama has pledged to end black lung.205
Likcwise, the proposed Cap and Trade Legislation helps coal miners
by providing relief for those who will lose their jobs due to such legisla-
tion. Under Part 2 and entitled "Climate Change Worker Adjustment
201. Debra Bell, 10 Things You Didn't Know About Mining Law, U.S. NEws & WoRLD
REPoRT, Apr. 13, 2010 (available at 2010 WL 7709100) (last accessed May 2, 2011). See
U.S. DEPT. OI= LABOR, MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION, HisTORY olF
MINE SAFEITY AND HEALTH LIGISLATION (available at http://www.msha.gov/mshainfo/
mshainf2.htn) (last accessed May 2, 2011).
202. Debra Bell, 10 Things You Didn't Know About Mining Law, U.S. Nws & WORLD
REPORT, Apr. 13, 2010 (available at 2010 WL 7709100) (last accessed May 2, 2011). See
U.S. DEPT. Ol= LAnOR, MINE SAEITY AN!) HEAL-TI ADMINISTRATION, HisTORY OF
MINE SAFETY AND) HEAl TH LEGISLATION (available at http://www.msha.gov/mshainfo/
mshainf2.htm) (last accessed May 2, 2011).
203. Mark Arsenault and Robert Gavin, Impasse Ends on jobless Benefits, BosTON GLOBE,
July 10, 2010, at 1 (available at 2010 WLNR 14513814).
204. Richard Robbins, Black Lung Compensation Often a Battle for Miners, TRIBUNE-
REVIEw (GRE-ENSBURG, PA), May 19, 2010 (available at 2010 WLNR 10351750).
205. Press Release, U.S. Department of Labor, MSH4A Issues Proposed Rule on
Lowering Miners' Exposure to Respirable Coal Dust: Aim is to End Black Lung Disease
Among Miners (Oct. 14, 2010) (available at http://www.msha.gov/MEDIA/PRESS/
2010/NR101014.pdf) (last accessed May 2, 2011).
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Assistance," section 425 covers "Petitions, Eligibility Requirements and
Determinations."' It is thick in red tape and complex procedures. In
addition, it focuses solely on the miner and not his or her family.
VI. PROPOSALS TO IMPROVE THE LivEs OF MINERS
AND THEIR FAMILIES
Much has been done for tobacco farmers and the regions in which
they live. Of course, that has been in large part due to the vast amount of
money available for that purpose: "Fifty-two states and territories, includ-
ing Virginia, divided $206 billion that was expected to come from the
nation's four largest cigarette makers over 25 years."207 In Virginia, "[t]he
Tobacco Indemnification and Community Revitalization Commission has
directed $80 million to higher education, including college scholarships
.."208 Virginia also provides straight cash payments to the farmers, with
no attached red tape.209 I believe that this same approach can be used to
help the miners and their families.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has focused on Central Appalachia and examined the
heavy toil that coal mining has taken on these workers and their families.
These hard-working coal miners and their families have not received the
recognition that they deserve. For their work and sacrifices, miners and
their families deserve additional compensation that we as a society need to
provide.
206. Part 2 of H.B.2454 (available at http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/z?c11:H.R.
2454.PCS:).
207. See Anita Kumar, Doubts Arise On Spending of Tobacco Windfall, WASI IINGTON PosT,
Feb. 5, 2009 (available at 2009 WLNR 27048084).
208. Id.
209. See Craig Timberg, Tobacco Funds Bring Relief to Farmers; Hal of Va.'s Settlement to
Help Some Survive, Others Start New Careers, WAS!-IINGTON Pos-r, July 13, 2000 (available at
2000 WLNR 10697930).
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